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Listing boss book pdf

Backorder (temporarily out of stock) Description Listing Boss: The Definitive Blueprint for Real Estate Success is a powerful book for real estate agents at all levels of their careers and their success. Implementing Hoss Pratt's 12 essentials will help you break down barriers and achieve
massive results. These 12 essential elements include: creating a vision, developing a state of high-tech production mindset, identifying your niches, deploying a marketing arsenal, mastering your registration presentation, and getting buyers to take action... more. You can have the best
plans in the world and not get results if you don't have action. You are the reason why you don't have the results you want right now. What are you going to do? Listing Boss will inspire you and equip you to live the life of your dreams. You only live once. Why not make it legendary? Price
$16.99 $15.63 Publisher Clovercroft Publishing Publication Date of April 01, 2017 Pages 224 Dimensions 5.9 X 0.6 X 8.9 inches 0.9 pounds English Language Type EAN/UPC Paperback 9781945507359 Hoss Pratt is a nationally known authority for lead production and lead conversion. He
has demonstrated time and time again during his brilliant career that the use of his revolutionary strategies can move brokers and agents from stuck to over-loaded in a matter of months . . . while improving lives and changing fortunes. Hoss is a master at converting prospects into
customers and fence-sitters into sellers. View list of staff favorites (10 LIVES) I've been selling real estate for over 30 years, and the information I learned from Hoss blew me away. This has allowed me to stay ahead of the curve in many areas. - Jaymes Willoughby, Realtor - Austin, TX
Free and Discounted Resources Show Your Value! This brochure was designed just for you to talk with customers to show the difference REALTORS(R) make... Shop Product © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Start your review of LISTING BOSS: The Definitive Blueprint
For Real Estate Success Simply The Best! This book is amazing! I'm an aspiring agent looking to skyrocket my career. This book inspired me to take it to the next level. Definitely worth reading! Hiss is a bossThis book is ideal for anyone looking at their game I real estate industry. Really
good insight and tactics that can be implemented in those business Learn - Apply - Make depositsVery process direct in the approach of customers, converting them into customers. Hold your head high and run this way to make money. Book Incredible content! This book motivated me to
live my legendary life! The tools given will set me apart from the others! It's like all other real estate books written by a coach. All high-level concepts without substance. It's like all other real estate books written by a coach. All high-level concepts without substance. ... no more Burning the
boats! Hoss is the boss!! book with a lot of information to take and use. Thank you Hoss, we're ready to burn the boats!!! One word describes the man who gets more results from brokers and real estate agents than any other coach in the country... Passion. A nationally known authority
when it comes to lead generation and lead conversion, Hoss Pratt has demonstrated time and time again during his stellar career that using his revolutionary strategies can move brokers and agents from glued to over-loaded in a few months- changing lives and changing fortunes. He is a
master at converting prospects into customers, and fence-sitters into sellers. What separates Hoss from all other coaches, real estate trainers, and so-called gurus is his ability to get FAST results. He presented more than 1,300 live seminars in 48 states, 1,100 online events, knocked on
more than 100,000 doors, made more than 200,000 prospecting/sales calls, presented at 2,150 kitchen tables, and amassed more than 5,500 hours personally coaching thousands of agents and industry professionals. © 2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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